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I. Forced Choices



Effectiveness of RJ
● “Restorative Justice in US Schools: A Research Review” by Fronius, 

Persson, Guckbenburg, Hurley & Petrosino
○ RJ has resulted in improvements in...

School 
Climate

Student 
Engagement

Student 
Connectedness

Community & 
Parent 

Engagement

Student 
Academic 

Achievement

Offer of 
Support to 
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Staff

Decreased in 
Discipline 
Disparities
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Fighting & 
Bullying
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II. Workshop Goals



Workshop Outcomes
● Outcome 1

○ Learn about the primary components of RJ

● Outcome 2
○ Curriculum strategies to build an RJ culture

● Outcome 3
○ How to use PAR to engage the community in building 

this culture



Sharing RJ Resources
● http://tinyurl.com/ces2016restorative

Curriculum 
Resources Reference Articles Implementation 

Worksheet



III. Why Restorative Justice



Fundamental Premise of RJ
● The fundamental premise of 

restorative practices is that people 
are happier, more cooperative and 
productive, and more likely to make 
positive changes when those in 
positions of authority do things with 
them, rather than to them or for 
them.





Disparity in Discipline - Race



Disparity in Discipline - Race & Ability



School to Prison Pipeline
● The ACLU is committed to challenging the "school-to-prison pipeline," a disturbing national 

trend wherein children are funneled out of public schools and into the juvenile and criminal 
justice systems.

● Many of these children have learning disabilities or histories of poverty, abuse or neglect, and 
would benefit from additional educational and counseling services. Instead, they are isolated, 
punished and pushed out.











From “Where Teachers are still Allowed to Spank Students” The Atlantic

According to federal statistics, black students are 16 percent of students enrolled in 

public schools but are 35 percent of those physically disciplined; black children 

receive physical punishment at almost three times the rate of their non-black peers. 

The decidedly racial tilt is also seen at the state level. In Mississippi, which tops the 

list in cases of corporal punishment, black students are 49 percent of the state’s 

student population and 64 percent of those paddled, far surpassing the number of 

white classmates (35 percent) receiving such discipline.

http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cge.asp
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cge.asp
http://ocrdata.ed.gov/
https://ballotpedia.org/Public_education_in_Mississippi#Demographics
https://ballotpedia.org/Public_education_in_Mississippi#Demographics
http://hechingerreport.org/controversy-corporal-punishment-public-schools-painful-racial-subtext/




More Information about Disparity in Discipline
● UCLA Civil Rights Project (website)
● “Opportunities Suspended: The Disparate Impact of Disciplinary Exclusion 

from School” by Daniel J. Losen & Jonathan Gillespie
● “Out of School & Off Track: The Overuse of Suspensions in American 

Middle and High Schools” by Daniel J. Losen & Tia Elena Martinez
● “Data Snapshot: School Discipline” by US Dept of Education Office for Civil 

Rights
● “Schools, Prisons, and Social Implications of Punishment: Rethinking 

Disciplinary Practices” by Pedro Noguera
● Anderson, Melinda D. “Where Teachers are still Allowed to Spank 

Students.” The Atlantic December 2015 

https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu
https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu


Activity: Why Restorative Justice?
● Table community circles
● Choose a table and discuss:

○ Why do you want to 
implement RJ?

○ How can RJ interrupt the 
school-to-prison pipeline?



IV. Defining Restorative Justice



Defining RJ Activity
● Break up into 3 groups

○ Thank You Ma’am by James Baldwin
○ The Fundamental Concepts of RJ
○ The Woolf Within YouTube Video

● Read the text or watch the video
● Fill out the worksheet





Defining RJ - Stakeholders
● Restorative justice is a process involving the primary 

stakeholders in determining how best to repair the harm 
done by an offense

● The 3 primary stakeholders are victims, offenders and 
their communities of care



Defining RJ - Develop Community
● The aim of restorative practices is to develop 

community and to manage conflict by repairing 
harm and building relationships

● There are proactive (building community) and 
reactive (repairing harm) approaches

● Organizations and services that only use the 
reactive without building the social capital 
beforehand are less successful than those that 
also employ the proactive



V. Restorative Justice in Schools



Spectrum of RJ Practices

Culture Building

Respect Agreement
Community Circle
Constructive Reminders
Cultural Relevance
Project-Based Learning
Mindfulness
Teaching Students RJ

Repairing 
Relationships

Impromptu Conference
Conflict Resolution
Peer Mediation
Referral to Counseling
Resource Allocation

Rebuilding 
Relationships

Harm & Conflict Circles
Circle Agreements
Follow-Up

Informal Formal





Culture Building

● Respect Agreement
● Community Circle
● Constructive Reminders
● Cultural Relevance
● Project-Based Learning
● Mindfulness
● Teaching Students RJ



Respect Agreements
● Agreement created by entire school or 

classroom
● Builds trust and community
● Identifies norms
● Can be reviewed and adjusted regularly



Creating A Respect Agreement
● Question: What does respect mean 

to you?
● Students brainstorm definitions 

individually
● Then they define as a group
● Final agreement signed by all 

students and educators









Matthew’s Respect Agreements



Community Circles





Purpose of Circles
● Circle dialogue is a fundamental 

element of restorative dialogue.
● Classroom circles support the two 

main goals of restorative 
practices:
○ Building community
○ Responding to harms through 

dialogue that sets things right



Types of Circles I



Types of Circles II



Repairing 
Relationships

● Impromptu Conference
● Affective Statements
● Conflict Resolution
● Peer Mediation
● Referral to Counseling
● Resource Allocation





Impromptu Conference



Affective Statements
● Help create an immediate change 

in the dynamic between teacher 
and student

● Humanize the teacher
● Used to acknowledge success, 

hard work, collaboration
● Emotive expression of concern for 

behavior



Affective Questions



Rebuilding 
Relationships

Harm & Conflict Circles
Circle Agreements
Follow-Up





Harm & Conflict Circles
● A restorative conference is a structured 

meeting between offenders, victims and both 
parties' family and friends

● They collectively deal with the consequences of 
the wrongdoing and decide how best to repair 
the harm

● Neither a counseling nor a mediation process, 
conferencing is a victim-sensitive, 
straightforward problem-solving method 



More Resources



Activity: Where Can RJ Be Implemented?
● Form community circles of 4 people
● Which of the RJ techniques can be 

implemented at your school?
● Discuss the following school spaces:

○ Classroom culture
○ Curriculum
○ Schoolwide interventions



VI. Curricular Strategies



RJ Curriculum in Matt’s Classroom



RJ Curriculum in Crystal’s Classroom
● Crystal designed an entire 

English Course revolved 
around Restorative Justice

○ Unit 1 - learning the 

philosophy, principles, and 
practice of RJ

○ Unit 2 - researching RJ practices 
at school

○ Unit 3 - developing a plan to 
improve practices



Reflection on Beliefs About Justice
● Freire describes reflection as the basis for action (praxis)
● As students studied RJ, they reflected on their own beliefs



Conflict Management Quiz
● Students in the RJ class took a quiz on 5 conflict management styles



Criminal vs. Restorative Justice
● Students learned about RJ in the criminal justice system
● Discussed RJ as technique to disrupt school-to-prison pipeline



Showing the Difference Between Restorative Justice and Criminal 
Justice

● Describes the differences

between who is involved in the

two justice systems and the 

processes of the two justice 

systems.   



Thank you Ma’am
● Story by Langston Hughes
● Woman who forgives neighborhood kid for stealing purse
● Restorative justice in family & community



Short Stories for RJ Application



Beliefs about Justice Before & After
● Students wrote short response essays that identified their beliefs about 

justice before and after studying RJ

BEFORE               AFTER



Activity: How Can You Teach RJ to Students?
● Break up into circles of 8 people
● Discuss any ideas or resources you 

have for
○ RJ curriculum
○ RJ activities



VII. Participatory Action Research



Participatory Action Research



Public Science Project
● Participatory Action Research (PAR) provides a critical framework for making science – 

systematic inquiry and analysis – a public enterprise
● PAR values the significant knowledge people hold about their lives and experiences
● PAR positions those most intimately impacted by research as leaders in shaping research 

questions, framing interpretations, and designing meaningful research and actions



PAR Methods I
● A series of lessons to collectively learn 

and develop a shared research 
language

● Together, the participants craft 
research questions, data collection, 
analysis, and research products 



PAR Methods II
● Participants use qualitative and quantitative tools to 

challenge existing structures
● They imagine how to re-create conditions toward 

justice
● Methods include: participatory surveys, participant 

observation, interviews, photo-voice, focus groups, 
identity maps, individual interviews, list stories, 
street surveys, archival and historic reviews, policy 
analyses, slam books, problem identification webs, 
“cold calls” to institutions, web-based research, and 
more



Polling for Justice Video
● In 2008, the PSP aligned with young people’s organizing and 

advocacy in New York City
● They created a city-wide (five borough) survey of youth experiences 

and desires/demands, in reference to education, health and justice
● Together, they supported organizing and advocacy, including public 

forums or speak-outs, policy white papers or briefs, and web-based 
dissemination tools

● Video, “Polling for Justice,” https://vimeo.com/22363812 

https://vimeo.com/22363812


PAR with Matt
● Conducted during the first unit
● Surveyed students and teachers about past and present experiences with 

traditional discipline and restorative practices at school
● Created a plan for using Restorative Justice at our school



Creating surveys
● How to use Google Forms (all students 

get a gmail account through our school)

● Determining what you want to know and 
what you expect to find out

● Using different question types on forms 
to get qualitative and quantita



Student Survey



Student Results
This section discusses the results of our survey and what those results mean in terms of school discipline.

● 75 % of the people who answered the questions in this survey thought discipline should happen for all students involved in an 
incident

● 100 % answered no to students getting treated like criminals. Why, you may ask? It's because not every student who does 
something in school would become a criminal. Some are just asking for attention to make them feel better. If it was based on 
students doing something wrong then also the teacher should get the same treatment for not doing the right thing.

● Our survey found that students believe teachers dislike students so they treat them differently in the classroom
● 40 % of them answered that based on their experiences maybe if they were one on one with the staff or teacher and the 

teacher might have felt that situation and understood it 



Students Created Plans for our School
When a student gets in trouble for breaking the rules in a school setting both staff and students should be 
able to discuss the situation.

A design would include a group of staff and students so that they can talk to the students when an incident 
happens. Have a group of students and staff in place so that when an incident happens they come up with 
a way to repair any damage done and make amends with the school. In order to do that i suggest that we 
create a elective/class called peer group at two times throughout the day where we meet at a specified 
classroom to teach and have restorative justice sessions when needed.

Make sure that the same thing doesn't happen in the future by getting to the root of the problem if the 
student would tell you why it happened in the first place.

Some reasons why this plan won’t work would be that the student who is undergoing restorative justice is 
unresponsive to any type of help and do not want it or if they choose to do the same mistake that got them 
in trouble in the first part.  



PAR with Crystal
● Conducted over the course of 2 units
● Researched understanding and beliefs 

about RJ amongst students and teachers
● Developed workshops and 

recommendations for further training



Poll to Assess Awareness of RJ
● Students conducted a poll of students to determine awareness of 

restorative justice, which is an official school policy



How to Interview Someone
● Students studied & practiced different 

aspects of interviewing people:
○ Asking for specifics
○ Determining purpose of interview
○ Writing our own questions
○ Analyzing responses

Qualitative



Teacher Interviews
● Teachers interviewed
● Responses categorized & summarized



Student Interviews
● Students interviewed to assess understanding
● Responses categorized & summarized



Taking Action & Creating Awareness
● We created workshops to increase awareness of and buy-in for 

Restorative Justice
● Workshops & assessments developed by students on:

○ Community Circle
○ Communication Skills
○ History of RJ



1) Community Circle Workshop
● Two types of Community Circles

○ Conflict Resolution
○ Community Building



1) Assessment: Community Circle Quiz
● After workshop, participants were given a quiz to assess learning
● Summary of responses below



2) Communication Skills Workshop
● Eye Contact
● Mirror or Repeat What You Heard
● Ask Questions
● Don’t Interrupt
● Remember
● Watch Tone of Voice & Body Language
● Be Open Minded
● Learn How to Disagree Effectively



2) Assessment: Describe the Image
● Assessment used to demonstrate 

miscommunication
○ Participants form pairs
○ One person given shadow images
○ Asked to describe images non-verbally
○ None of the pairs communicated effectively



3) History of RJ Workshop
● Restorative techniques used 

throughout human history:
○ Indigenous Australian & Eskimo 

communities
○ Code of Hammurabi
○ Laws of Ethelbert of Kent
○ Homer’s Illiad



3) Assessment: RJ Skit
● Two volunteers were chosen from the audience

○ They were given a conflict scenario
○ Told to resolve it using RJ techniques
○ Students used mediation to talk about why they were fighting
○ They resolved the argument through dialogue



Student Essays
● Each student wrote an essay:

○ Describing RJ history & philosophy
○ Reflecting on research
○ Recommending next steps (summarized below)



Teaching the Wider Community



Activity: How Can Students Engage in PAR?
● Break up into “windmill” circles 

(2 concentric circles)
○ How can students use PAR to 

implement RJ?

○ What quantitative data could they 
gather?

○ What qualitative data could they 
gather?



VIII. Identifying School Challenges



Challenges at YouthBuild
● Data continuously collected by staff and 

students to improve policies and practice
● RESEARCH QUESTIONS

○ What is practiced at the school?
○ How do teachers respond to conflict?
○ How does the school respond to conflict?

● TYPE OF DATA
○ Behavior documentation, case studies, posted 

policies, surveys





Policy vs Practice





To what degree are Restorative practices an 
important element of school culture and policies?



What keeps your site from fully implementing 
Restorative Justice? Check all that apply.



What professional development would support the 
Restorative Justice practices being implemented 
more fully at your school site? Check all that apply.



RJ Implementation Guides



5 Stages of 
Implementation

● “Practicing Restorative Justice in 
School Communities: The 
Challenge of Culture Change,” by 
Brenda Morrison, Peta Blood, 
Margaret Thorsborne



RJ Assessment Tool
● Ron Claassen
● http://peace.fresno.edu/docs

/rjassess.pdf



Assessing Implementation
● Staff surveys
● Student surveys
● Behavior incident documentation
● School wide observations
● Classroom observations
● RJ circle reflections
● Participatory action research



Activity: What Challenges Will You Face?
● Break up into pairs
● Discuss the following questions

○ What challenges will you face?
○ How can you overcome those challenges?



IX. Harm & Conflict Circles





Harm and Conflict Circles - Purpose
● Conferences provide victims and others with an 

opportunity to confront the offender, express 
their feelings, ask questions and have a say in 
the outcome

● Offenders hear firsthand how their behavior 
has affected people

● Offenders may choose to participate in a 
conference

● The conference facilitator invites others 
affected by the incident — the family and 
friends of victims and offenders



Offender Questions
● Using the conference script, offenders are 

asked these restorative questions:
○ “What happened?”

○ “What were you thinking about at the 
time?”

○ “What have you thought about since 
the incident?”

○ “Who do you think has been affected 
by your actions?”

○ “How have they been affected?”



Victim Questions
● Victims are asked these restorative 

questions:

○ “What was your reaction at the time of 
the incident?”

○ “How do you feel about what 
happened?”

○ “What has been the hardest thing for 
you?”

○ “How did your family and friends react 
when they heard about the incident?”



Supporters
● What did you think when you heard about the 

incident?
● How do you feel about what happened?
● What has been the hardest thing for you?
● What do you think are the main issues?



Restorative Agreements & Follow-Up
● The victim is asked what he or she would like to be the 

outcome of the conference
● The response is discussed with the offender and 

supporters
● Agreements are typically fair and logical 

consequences
● A simple contract is written and signed
● The appointed person follows-up with all parties



Activity: Conflict Scenarios
1. Two former best friends, Maria and Elisa, get into a physical fight during lunch. Elisa is 

dating the father of Maria’s newborn son. Their enmity grew last week when Maria 
tagged the bathroom wall with a message that called Elisa a “whore.” It finally escalated 
to this fight.

2. Derrick is truant to his 1st period Pre-Algebra class almost every day. He often falls 
asleep in class. He says the class is boring. And, he blames his night shift at UPS for his 
tardiness. Today, when the teacher tried waking him, Derrick told him to “fuck off.”

3. Eric has been posting messages on social media during school hours calling Michael a 
“faggot,” “chubby,” and “ugly,” amongst other things. This morning, when Eric was 
confronted by an Assistant Principal, he claimed that he was expressing his religious 
freedom of speech.

4. Alexis disrupts her middle school Life Science class almost everyday. She constantly 
giggles with her friends in class. And, she spends most the class period on her cell 
phone. Today, when her teacher tried to take the phone away, she refused to give it up. 
She told the Assistant Principal that she uses it to stay in contact with her younger 
brother in foster care.



Closing...Mindfulness




